
Propane Cozy Cabin Heater Model 10000 

MODEL NUMBER COZY CABIN HEATER
P# 10000

HEIGHT 16.25” / 41.3 cm

WIDTH 7.75” / 2.5 cm  

DEPTH 7.25” / 18.42 cm

COOKTOP 4” X 5” / 10.2 X 12.7 CM

FLUE SIZE 1” DIAMETER FLUE, MIN

HEIGHT 2 FT.

FUEL CONSUMPTION 3.3h /perlb / 7.3h /kg propane 

HEAT OUTPUT 6,500 Max  Btu / 1.9 kW

FUEL LOW PRESSURE PROPANE
AT 11” wc / .027 BAR / .5PSI

IGNITION PEIZO PUSH BUTTON
SPARKER

SAFETY FLAME-OUT THERMOCOUPLE
PROTECTION,
O2 DEPLETION SENSOR

Product Includes: 
mounting straps, closeable exhaust cap, internal
dress ring, weather gasket, cast metal warming top.

The Sig Marine Cozy Cabin Heater (propane) is a small but powerful bulkhead mounted propane cabin 
heater.  It provides lots of vented heat for your cabin with a cheery fireplace-like heating element. Brass 
accents and a cast metal cook-top add to the nautical look of this little heater.  

The Cozy Cabin Heater is safe and easy to use. A push button igniter lights the burner easily and the flame is 
controlled from a easy to grip cool touch handle on the side. Inside the case of the heater are a thermocouple 
gas shut off component that stops the flow of gas if the heater has gone out, to protect against gas leaking. In 
addition, this heater features a oxygen depletion sensor. In the unlikely event that the oxygen content in the 
cabin falls lower than 6%, the sensor will shut off the flow of gas and extinguish the heater. 

This heater includes an exhaust cap that can be closed when the heater is not in use, an internal dress ring to 
hide the hole in the cabin top and a weather gasket. This heater uses 1” stainless tube as exhaust pipe. This 
tube can easily be found at marine and hardware stores and bent into the desired shape.  A minimum pipe 
length of 2 feet is necessary to remove the vapor caused by the propane combustion. 




